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Adaptive grazing management in semiarid rangelands: An outcome-driven focus
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On the Ground

- Adaptive management should explicitly involve stakeholders, emphasize multiple iterations of identifying and prioritizing outcomes, and tightly link science-informed monitoring to decision-making benchmarks for effective feedback loops.
- Short-term monitoring procedures should be simple, quick, and based on consistent methods that are focused on locations where meaningful change is expected or uncertainty is high.
- Long-term monitoring procedures should emphasize consistent methodology across years that provides broader ecosystem context for multiple ecosystem services (e.g., watershed protection and grassland bird habitat).
- Incorporating timely feedback from monitoring improves the capacity for rapid decision-making when benchmarks are attained and management should be modified.
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Rangelands are complex systems that present many management challenges because they are frequently managed for multiple objectives. Rangelands provide several different ecosystem goods (e.g., livestock production) and services (e.g., wildlife habitat, plant diversity, and watershed function) that benefit society. Rangelands exhibit substantial variation in topography, soils, plant communities, and annual and seasonal patterns of precipitation. Consequently, land managers often use adaptive management—strategic planning and goal setting, resource monitoring, and frequent evaluation of management success—in spatially explicit efforts to learn from implementing management practices and make adjustments when needed. Adaptive management is more transparent and defensible when it includes clear objectives linked to processes, well-defined monitoring thresholds, and objective actions triggered by these monitoring thresholds. The effectiveness of adaptive management and its benefits are largely undocumented for the majority of ecosystem services.

Land managers strive to achieve specific outcomes to direct grazing management decisions. They do this within the context of variable spatiotemporal patterns of historic drivers on landscapes, management capacity including experience, skills, and resource availability, and changing operational constraints of the ranch enterprise. Grazing management decisions often include knowledge of livestock behavior and learning processes of managers, but components have been underutilized in grazing management. Successful grazing management, therefore, depends on diverse knowledge sources to better understand rangeland dynamics, ecological processes and mechanisms, management skills and experience, and awareness of social and policy influences relative to outcomes.

Here, we present a rangeland management strategy emphasizing adaptive management for outcomes. The strategy includes the following five components: 1) identification and prioritization of outcome(s), including setting quantitative metrics if possible, as this is often recognized in the courts as a major failure of adaptive management; 2) understanding rangeland dynamics through recognition of ecological processes influencing attainment of outcome(s); 3) consideration of logistical, labor, institutional, and economic constraints; 4) monitoring relevant metrics to gauge progress toward outcome(s); and 5) modifying management when needed in response to monitoring information to increase the probability of attaining the outcome(s) (Fig. 1). It is important to recognize that adaptive management encompasses a spectrum from less formal to more formal decision-making processes. In addition, interactions and feedback loops occur among the components resulting in a nonlinear process.

We use three case studies from semiarid rangelands in Colorado and Wyoming to illustrate applications of the outcome-driven approach, a spectrum of decision-making processes,
and variability in the level of detailed observations and monitoring information among operations. Ultimately, these cases illustrate a range of options for engaging multiple parties with diverse perspectives in a discussion of adaptive management and applications for rangeland management. The first case is a privately owned ranch, Rancho Largo, located in southern Colorado consisting of 5,204 ha (12,860 acres) of deeded private property and 469 ha (1,160 acres) of state lease property in shortgrass steppe.10 The second is the Red Canyon Ranch, owned by The Nature Conservancy, encompassing 1,983 ha (4,900) acres of deeded lands and 11,938 ha (29,500 acres) of leased land in central Wyoming, and consists of sagebrush grasslands and mountain meadows. These two enterprises provide contrasting examples of land ownership and adaptive management approaches in different rangeland ecosystems. One of the authors (Grady Grissem) is partner/manager for Rancho Largo, and another (Bob Budd) is the previous manager on the Red Canyon Ranch. They provide insights into the operations, management challenges, and outcomes on these respective properties. The third case is the Collaborative Adaptive Rangeland Management (CARM) project, which encompasses 2,590 ha (6,400 acres) of the USDA-Agricultural Research Service’s Central Plains Experimental Range.11,12 This federally owned property in northeastern Colorado is at the northern end of shortgrass steppe. The CARM project involves participatory decision-making by an 11-member Stakeholder Group comprised of ranchers, state/federal government agency personnel, and representatives from nongovernmental conservation organizations.11,12

**Component 1: Identify and prioritize outcomes**

The key component in adaptive management for an outcome-driven focus is to identify and prioritize outcomes for the operation. Where possible, including quantitative metrics for prioritizing outcomes will enhance success of adaptive management.4 Rather than a generic outcome of “increasing the abundance of desired cool-season perennial forage grasses,” the suggestion is to increase specificity such as “increase by 20% the abundance of desired cool-season perennial forage grasses above the baseline levels” or “increase the abundance of desired cool-season perennial forage grasses to within 10% of the values reported in the desired vegetation state for that ecological site.”

For Rancho Largo, prior (pre-2000s) management goals focused primarily on economic outcomes with transitioning to ecological outcomes occurring over a series of years.10 Observations and monitoring of the percent of cool-season perennial grasses defoliated by cattle beginning in the early 2000s informed the initial development and subsequent revising of ecological outcomes. Rotating cattle among pastures provided grazing deferment of several weeks to months during a portion of the growing season. Using multyear data on percentage of plants being defoliated, the ranch implemented longer grazing deferments (e.g., whole growing season) to facilitate growth of key forage grasses. Monitoring data helped to identify and prioritize the outcome of increasing abundance of cool-season perennial grasses, such as western wheatgrass (Pascopyrum smithii) and needle-and-thread (Hesperostipa comata) (Fig. 2). This demonstrates the iterative process that land managers use to identify and prioritize outcomes for their operations.

In contrast to the privately owned ranch, Red Canyon is comprised of mixed land ownership (private, Bureau of Land Management, State of Wyoming, and US Forest Service). A Coordinated Resource Management team prioritized outcomes for improving riparian and wetland habitats, livestock performance, and diverse wildlife habitat (Fig. 3). A 5-year planning horizon, within a 30-year overall plan, guided management toward these outcomes. Annual adjustments were based primarily on environmental conditions (rain, drought, thaw, early snow, etc.) and monitoring data (see Component 4 below). In years of particularly extreme weather, management adjustments occurred more often (monthly, weekly) as needed. By evaluating the need for various management options at these temporal scales, necessary changes involving timing and duration of grazing periods were implemented to address short-term needs without forsaking longer-term outcomes.

Our third case offers yet another form of adaptive management. At inception, the 11-member Stakeholder Group for the CARM project identified three broad outcomes involving vegetation, profitable ranching operation, and wildlife.11 Within each broad outcome, more specificity was identified for desired changes over time. For vegetation, outcomes included 1) increase the percentage of cool-season grasses and nonshortgrass plants, 2) increase variation in vegetation structure, composition, and diversity within and among pastures, and 3) maintain or increase size of shrubs (e.g., four-wing saltbush, *Atriplex canescens*). Outcomes for profitable ranching operation were 1) maintain or increase livestock weight gain, 2) reduce economic impact of drought, and 3) maintain or reduce operating costs. Wildlife outcomes centered on
key grassland bird species. For example, populations were to be maintained for thick-billed longspur (*Rhynchophranes mccownii*), Western meadowlark (*Sturnella neglecta*), and horned lark (*Eremophila alpestris*). Increased populations of the following grassland birds were also an outcome: 1) grasshopper sparrow (*Ammodramus savannarum*), 2) Cassin’s sparrow (*Poea casinii*), 3) Brewer’s sparrow (*Spizella breweri*), 4) lark bunting (*Calamospiza melanocorys*), and 5) mountain plover (*Charadrius montanus*). Quantitative metrics of the magnitude of “increase” or “reduce” were not determined by the Stakeholder Group for the first 5 years of this project. One additional outcome involved the control of prairie dog populations (*Cynomys ludovicianus*) to prevent possible confounding effects with the livestock grazing treatments that began in 2014.
Component 2: Understand rangeland dynamics

Achieving ecological outcomes is dependent on rangeland dynamics including causes of current conditions, the range of natural variability, and seasonal and interannual dynamics and responses. Across these three cases, five major ecological processes affect rangeland dynamics: (1) herbivory, (2) fire, (3) drought (and associated precipitation variability), (4) ecosystem engineers (e.g., beaver [Castor canadensis], prairie dogs), and (5) rest from livestock grazing for all or a portion of the year. A variety of resources can identify and analyze these processes, including historic records, photos, interviews, experiential knowledge, existing monitoring data, scientific research, and professional experience and judgment.

A fundamental understanding of the frequency, intensity, and variability of major climatic drivers, including extreme conditions, in addition to “average” or “normal” conditions, is necessary. Event-driven effects of weather occur at multiple temporal scales, and management needs to be adaptive to mitigate negative effects of unfavorable events and accentuate positive effects of favorable events. Monitoring is vital to this component of the process because appropriate metrics (see Component 4 below) can inform assessments of management and weather/climatic influences on attainment of outcomes. The use of adaptive management to enhance attainment of outcomes a priori rather than relying on ex post facto decisions supports more insightful discussions concerning contingencies associated with ecological processes. This may yield additional opportunities to accelerate trajectories toward outcomes.

Component 3: Consider logistical, labor, institutional, and economic constraints

After identifying and prioritizing outcomes (Component 1) and having knowledge of the rangeland dynamics associated with the ecosystem(s) (Component 2), this component entails considerations of the constraint(s) that operations may encounter that could successfully prevent achieving their outcomes, and how to overcome the constraint(s). For example, an operation may have a logistical constraint in managing for multiple outcomes, an availability of labor constraint to modify management when needed (Component 5), an institutional constraint associated with complexity in managing private-public interspersed lands, and/or an economic constraint in being able to have flexibility in animal numbers and types of animals (cow-calf pairs, yearlings, sheep, goats, etc.) to match animal demand with forage availability.

For Rancho Largo in the early 2000s, a constraint to achieving longer rest periods and increasing flexibility of grazing among seasons was insufficient infrastructure (Fig. 2). Increasing the number of pastures available, through additional permanent and temporary fencing, provides greater flexibility for longer recovery periods while maintaining desired grazing periods and changing seasons of plant defoliation among pastures.

The traditional cow-calf operation at Rancho Largo limited herd size flexibility within and among years because breeding stock is generally not liquid. This constrains the ability to manage dynamic relationships among forage quality, forage quantity, livestock demand, and livestock selectivity. In 2003, the size of the base cow herd was reduced by 65% and a yearling enterprise was incorporated to provide the operation more flexibility through more liquid assets. A custom grazing (e.g., agistment) enterprise was incorporated in 2005 for additional flexibility. Enterprise diversification provides options to retain calf ownership following weaning, purchase yearlings, sell cattle, or custom graze cattle to better match forage demand with forage production. Increasing flexibility in the livestock enterprise minimizes financial risk associated with destocking and restocking due to variable precipitation. During drought periods, the base cow herd can be retained, and yearlings or custom grazed cattle can be destocked in an adaptive manner using monitoring data to prevent rangeland degradation. Restocking occurs adaptively with yearlings or custom grazed cattle as environmental conditions become more favorable. Flexible herd management using yearlings or custom grazed cattle maintains a consistent base cow herd size and enables increased economic returns under conditions of climatic variability. However, this strategy does convey additional costs and marketing risks that may deter some ranchers and managers.

For Red Canyon Ranch, constraints originated from diverse goals and values of family members, neighbors, partners, and state and national entities including The Nature Conservancy (Fig. 3). Despite these barriers, the ranch wanted to develop and manage for education, recreation, research, and other programs that rely on rangeland ecosystems but did not traditionally contribute to ranch revenue. These novel revenue sources were then valued by the ranch as if they were commercial enterprises; costs were quantified and represented in the economic analysis of the entire operation. Where possible, the expenses associated with these novel programs were allocated specifically to those activities rather than being absorbed by the entire ranch enterprise. As a result, the ranch enterprise became better aligned to achieve the outcomes identified in the Coordinated Resource Management plan of improved riparian and wetland habitats, livestock performance, and diverse wildlife habitat.

For the CARM project, logistical constraints identified early in the process related to the experimental context. The goal was to compare two grazing strategies in terms of achieving the outcomes related to vegetation, ranching operations, and wildlife—1) traditional, season-long grazing and 2) adaptive, multipaddock grazing where one large herd of yearling steers, at 10-fold the traditional stocking density, would adaptively rotate among 10 pastures. The need for replicated treatments and other study design sideboards created challenges including fencing and water infrastructure. Fences were re-configured to provide more similar “pairs” of pastures for the application of the two grazing strategies. Water tank
Component 4: Monitor relevant metrics to gauge progress toward the outcomes

The key here is the clear definition of the relationship between monitoring data and management decisions, including identification of the adaptive management benchmarks and subsequent actions to achieve the outcome(s). In cases where nontraditional ecosystem services are desired as outcomes, monitoring protocols beyond traditional procedures may be required. Adaptive management benchmarks and related monitoring may be based on short-term responses or long-term responses, depending on the logical link between management action, indicator, and rangeland dynamics. For example, short-term response observations and indicators (e.g., stubble height, utilization) may provide an appropriate benchmark for the subsequent action to adjust livestock movement among pastures within a grazing season. Long-term responses (e.g., plant functional group composition, soil organic matter) are also needed for evaluating if outcomes have been achieved and adjusting management strategies after a year or longer. Identifying benchmarks that are grounded in objective and science-informed monitoring and lead to subsequent actions can greatly increase the accountability for adaptive management. Setting these benchmarks to avoid crossing ecological thresholds requires a fundamental understanding of rangeland dynamics and the influence of weather/climatic variability on them at the operation level; thus, a conservative approach may incorporate a continuum of benchmarks rather than a single one.

Rancho Largo monitors the percentage of each plant species defoliated and the average intensity of defoliation during each grazing period as a short-term response indicator. These monitoring observations inform actions to achieve desired defoliation patterns and livestock performance. These short-term observations work within the overall focus on achieving the outcome of increasing the abundance of cool-season grasses through the long-term response indicator of plant composition. For example, in years with adequate winter precipitation but dry spring conditions, the only green plants offered to livestock in April and May are the deeper-rooted cool-season grasses in drainage areas (i.e., run on sites or overflows). Under these conditions, short-term observations typically show very intense defoliation of cool-season grasses in these topographical areas and minimal leaf residual remaining on these species for regrowth potential. The use of temporary fence can limit severe defoliation of these cool-season grasses by reducing the grazing period (i.e., duration of grazing). This situation contrasts with years in which enough spring precipitation occurs resulting in defoliation being less intense on cool-season plants in the drainage areas because of greater availability of green plants on uplands.

Additional short-term observations target animal performance and inform cattle movements through 1) periodic weighing of cattle, 2) fecal analyses for seasonal nutritional information, and 3) observations of animal behavior. Animals also respond to numerous cues that cannot be measured on large landscapes in real time, and successful managers respond to these animal cues. For example, visual observation of livestock selecting less desirable plants is an early indicator that livestock nutritional needs are not being fully met. Subsequently, weight gains will be reduced unless higher quality forage is offered by moving animals to a different pasture. Short-term observations and monitoring procedures should be simple, quick, and based on consistent methods that are focused on locations where meaningful change is expected, or uncertainty/risk is high. In contrast, long-term monitoring procedures should emphasize consistent methodology across years that provides broader ecosystem context for multiple ecosystem services (e.g., watershed protection and grassland bird habitat).

For Red Canyon, the short-term response indicator was photo-point monitoring to assess vegetation change in riparian and wetland areas, as an increase in willows (Salix spp.) and aquatic grasses were outcomes. Photo points were supplemented by additional data collection that was designed to reflect changes in condition. For instance, measuring expansion of willow communities was relatively easy with photos, while measurement of aquatic grasses required on-the-ground measurement. Photo points and data collection were generally paired both temporally and spatially on sites where change was desired. Relatively inexpensive photo-point monitoring methods were used because they effectively demonstrated the attainment of outcomes. Long-term response indicators included use of photo-point monitoring to improve plant and animal composition and soil stability (Fig. 3). Here, more detailed data was also collected via partnerships and collaborations with other entities (e.g., Wyoming Game and Fish, National Audubon Society, and land grant universities) to verify changes determined visually and photographically. In addition, some of the most instructive data came from partners through the monitoring of target species, particularly songbird and fish population responses.

For CARM, prioritizing extensive monitoring of short-term response indicators requires a large investment in personnel to collect this monitoring data. For example, visual obstruction readings, taken to estimate vegetation biomass, are taken before cattle entry into each pasture and weekly to serve as a key short-term indicator for moving livestock to the next pasture in the grazing sequence (see below), as well as when cattle exit each pasture (Fig. 4). Livestock are individually weighed at the start and end of each season, and
opportunistically throughout the grazing season to determine average daily gains, seasonal gain, and gains per unit land area. Diet quality is monitored weekly with fecal samples collected and analyzed for crude protein and digestible organic matter. Livestock energy use is estimated from pedometers and use patterns of pastures and grazing behavior being assessed with GPS collars. All these measures help the stakeholders better understand how rotation decisions affect the quality of forage consumed, and hence the weight gains by cattle.

Long-term indicators of vegetation change include measurements in June each year of basal and foliar cover using line point intercept methods and plant density of key cool-season forage grasses (Fig. 4). In early August, peak aboveground biomass is harvested by key forage species and plant functional groups. Residual vegetation biomass at the end of the grazing season is estimated by converting visual obstruction readings through a regression equation.

Grassland bird habitat is monitored with visual obstruction readings in June and October. Grassland bird populations are monitored with field point counts of a series of prelocated points, and nests are surveyed for survival of chicks. These serve as long-term indicators of whether wildlife outcomes are being achieved. Long-term monitoring efforts also focus on soil carbon and nitrogen, and soil health. Baseline samples were obtained in the pretreatment year (2013) and have been sequentially re-sampled every 3 years.

Component 5: Modify management when needed

The final component in the outcome-driven approach is to modify management when needed after analyses of monitoring data that indicate whether benchmarks have been attained. The previous components of clear identification and prioritization of outcomes (Component 1), understanding of rangeland dynamics (Component 2), considering constraints and overcoming them (Component 3), and obtaining monitoring information that can be regularly analyzed and evaluated (Component 4) are all important in identifying feedback loops between adaptive management and achieving outcomes when management actions are undertaken. We acknowledge that additional consideration of all four components is likely to occur in a nonlinear manner before moving to making a change in management when needed (this Component).

For Rancho Largo, observations of seasonal herbivore selectivity of plant species, species-specific responses to defoliation, and plant reproduction by desired grasses, shrubs, and forbs are key metrics for adaptive management (Fig. 2). Grazing plans and stocking rates are evaluated two to four times annually based on the amount of precipitation received in previous months, predicted precipitation patterns, and current and anticipated market conditions. At each evaluation, available pastures are determined using records of prior grazing, including species-specific grazing patterns, and the extent of plant recovery and regrowth. The length of a grazing period is adaptively determined by evaluating several indicators, rather than predetermined based on historical patterns.

Photo-point monitoring (see above), due to its rapid availability, low cost, and permanence, provides crucial monitoring information at Red Canyon that informs adaptive management benchmarks and subsequent actions within and between years. For example, the ability to quickly capture current conditions with photos coupled with rapid assess-
ment techniques (e.g., stubble height measurements) and professional judgment is advantageous for the timely removal of grazing animals from riparian and wetland habitats before degradation could occur. This monitoring approach is especially beneficial for adaptive management after extreme events such as heavy spring snow. Using short- and long-term monitoring metrics provides adaptive management capacity for modifying management when needed to prevent degradation to these environmentally sensitive areas and allow them to rapidly respond in a desired manner when environmental conditions are favorable.

For the CARM project, explicit adaptive management within and between grazing seasons is directly attributable to well-defined benchmarks for livestock movement between pastures. These include residual biomass thresholds for ecological sites using visual obstruction readings, maximum days in a grazing period, and cattle behavior. Benchmarks also include changes in annual stocking rate decisions and planned grazing sequences with the Stakeholder Group selection of which pastures to rest, and incorporation of prescribed burns to reduce vegetation structure and enhance early grazing season forage quality. Adaptive management contributes substantially to improving livestock gains.

Conclusions

We present a rangeland management strategy emphasizing adaptive management for outcomes for three livestock operations in the western Great Plains. The outcome-driven approach explicitly involves stakeholders, provides management flexibility for a suite of ecosystem goods and services, and tightly links science-informed monitoring to decision-making benchmarks for effective adaptive management feedback loops. These three cases showcase the importance of ranch planning and adaptation processes in identifying and prioritizing outcomes, understanding rangeland dynamics, considering the diverse array of constraints, determining short- and long-term monitoring indicators, and modifying management when needed as monitoring data indicates that benchmarks have been attained. The varying approaches to achieving outcomes within these three cases also emphasize the importance of management experience and knowledge. The producer-managed Rancho Largo case, which started with a “grazing system” lacking these five adaptive management components, is attaining outcomes as these five components are incrementally adopted. Red Canyon moved directly toward outcomes as assembling an experienced Coordinated Resource Management team enabled explicit embracing of adaptive management. The 11-member Stakeholder Group in the CARM project, built on a participatory research framework, which incorporates diverse management experience and knowledge within a management-science partnership involving experimental methods for identifying and prioritizing outcomes. All of these cases illustrate the value of committing to adaptive management rather than adopting specific grazing systems and illustrate the complexities of adaptive land management.

Understanding of the ecosystem dynamics and mechanisms is process-based with planning processes including considerations of varying management alternatives and monitoring of management outcomes, and management is modified when needed based on systematic observations and monitoring data.

Outcome-based management can support the provision of multiple ecosystem services and multiple outcomes, regardless of enterprise structure, management system, or grazing system, and reduce vulnerability to ecological or social change. Implementation of outcome-driven grazing management with attention to planning processes including prioritizing outcomes will be valuable for landscapes with disparate land ownership (federal, state, and private) and management objectives, jurisdictions of land management, and legal responsibilities. It can provide a basis for collaborative adaptive management and a shared reference for diverse stakeholders. The participatory approach of the CARM project with a 11-member Stakeholder Group demonstrates the importance of explicit integration of stakeholders in all aspects of decision-making for adaptive management.

The recently implemented initiative of the Bureau of Land Management, the Outcome-Based Grazing Demonstration Projects Grazing Authorizations (https://www.partnersinthesage.com/outcome-based-grazing), emphasizes the efficiency and timing of information feedback from monitoring, enabling rapid decisions when benchmarks trigger management actions. We recognize that the monitoring program needed for adaptive management at the ranch level for outcomes is much more challenging and resource intensive than for individual pastures or allotments. Our three cases provide examples of such monitoring programs that can serve as examples for other ranch-level outcome-driven approaches incorporating adaptive management.

These three cases illustrate a range of options for engaging multiple parties in discussions of outcome-focused adaptive management for rangeland management. We envision that the five interacting components described above could be used as a framework for application of adaptive management with grazing associations and other collaboratives involving large landscapes, diverse interests, and many outcomes. Increasing the transparency of adaptive management through collaborative efforts, including robust monitoring and subsequent actions to modify management when needed, should result in greater accountability for adaptive management and less litigation.
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